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Waterless dyeing technology  
and bio-based materials
Developed in 2017, part of our new polyester training 
apparel collection is produced using around 50% less 
water in the dyeing process compared with traditional 
methods. Instead of introducing dyes through dipping 
and washing of fabrics, the new process avoids using 
water altogether by adding color to the synthetic fiber 
components in their liquid state before the fiber is 
actually produced. The technology was also applied 
to the apparel provided to the Japanese delegation 
for the Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games 
PyeongChang 2018 in South Korea2.

The ASICS apparel and shoes worn by the Olympic 
delegation also made extensive use of recycled and 
bio-based materials. The delegation’s sports shoes 
were the first sports shoes to receive the Japanese 
Eco Mark Certificate for using over 25% of bio-based 
materials in their uppers.

A scientific approach to sustainable 
product development
For ASICS, scientific research is the starting point for 
sustainable product development. We continuously 
research new sustainable materials and manufacturing 
processes through the ASICS Institute of Sport 
Science, and in collaboration with external partners. 
When we develop more durable or lightweight 
materials, we actively apply them in our footwear 
products to improve both their functionality and 
sustainability.

In 2017, we carried out nine sustainability research 
projects covering areas such as injection1 and bonding 
technology for soles, bio-based materials, 3D printing 
and digital prototyping. These projects have led to 
several positive results: for example, our research 
shows that injection technology can reduce the CO2 
emissions associated with manufacturing midsole 
materials by 40%.

50%
less water used to  
dye our apparel collection 

25%
bio-based yarn in the  
upper of our sports shoes
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OUR APPROACH TO CREATING 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
CONTINUED

I MOVE ME 

I RESPECT 
THE GROUND 
I PLAY SPORT 
ON.
50% LESS WATER USED
TO DYE THIS PRODUCT. 

1    Apparel: Apparel collection with 
waterless dyeing technology

2    Shoes: Delegation’s sports  
shoes using bio-based materials

2

1 Injection molding is a manufacturing process which injects 
heated material into a mold with pressure to produce the parts.

2 ASICS is a gold partner (sporting goods) of the Japanese Olympic 
and Paralympic Delegation.
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